How to pick the right hair transplant clinic

If you have experienced hair loss and have decided to have a hair transplant, the most important
question to ask now is: how do I pick the right hair transplant clinic for me?
We strongly advise you research and investigate all your options as hair transplantation surgery
involves precious donor hair, which is finite, and any hair restoration should be planned accurately
for you to achieve the best result possible. There are many different factors that are important when
picking a clinic and we have covered them here for you.

Do they offer a consultation before treatment?
Hair loss is a natural part of life, and it can happen for many different reasons – which can affect
the type of treatment needed. Some people believe that their hair loss instantly means they need a
hair transplant, when, in actual fact, they are too early.
Finding a clinic that offers a no obligation consultation before your treatment will allow you to
find out exactly what is causing your hair loss and find the perfect treatment for you.

Do they offer the treatment you need?
There are different types of treatments that can help with different causes and stages of hair loss.
It is important to find a hair transplant clinic that offers the best treatment for you.

You may believe that you need an FUE hair transplant when in actual fact your hair has only just
started to recede. In which case, you could possibly go down the route of hair loss medication or
even SMP (scalp micro pigmentation) treatment.
It is important to do research into your hair transplant clinic to see exactly what treatments the
offer, and what options could work for you.

How much experience does the physician have?
One of the most important factors in choosing the right hair transplant clinic is picking one with
good staff and physicians. It is vital to find out as much information about the physicians as
possible. Firstly, do they specialize in hair transplant treatments and are they all registered with
the GMC?

Does the clinic specialize in any treatments?
Finding a clinic that specializes in one particular treatment highlights how they could be leaders
in the field of this technology.

Does the clinic have before and after photos?
A reputable hair transplant clinic should have a gallery of before and after photos to highlight the
great work achieved at the clinic. Being able to look through a variety of different before and after
photos gives you the opportunity to see how well the clinic can get results, and how frequently.
In some cases it is great to see any case studies the clinic has produced. A case study is a great way
to see how different patients found the treatment and how well it worked for different people. A
case study is usually an in-depth analysis that will look into a selection of patients.
When looking for the right hair transplant clinic for you, take all of these points into consideration,
but most importantly find a clinic with great staff that make you feel welcome and comfortable.
Final Factors








It is always important to choose the best surgeon. Although hair loss patients usually do
their research online and from community platforms, the procedure is different for each
candidate.
Your own research and friendly advice may only give you a rough idea about the whole
procedure.
To that end, you may visit a clinic website for a free consultation. Here, experienced case
managers will comfortingly guide you for the best-personalized treatment plan. You will
be asked for photographs of your balding, receding or thinning hair areas on the scalp.
Here, a good case manager should be able to stress that it is not the price but the suggestions
by the medical expert review that does really count in.
A piece of good medical advice comes from the surgeon. The surgeon should be able to
determine your hair loss pattern along with the future redistribution of your hair loss, and
restoration at the same time.






The number of grafts should accordingly be accounted for. A good surgeon here should be
able to offer you the right procedure.
Hair transplant procedures are not limited to only a few options. In Turkey, right clinics
are those that offer FUE hair loss transplant, Unshaven DHI hair transplant, Sapphire FUE
Percutaneous among others.
But, not everyone may need a hair transplant operation. According to the type of hair loss,
and other factors such as general health and age, the right clinic for a hair transplant in
Turkey should be able to advise you the best option.

